PURPOSE
We aimed to analyze scientific papers published by Turkish authors in "radiology, nuclear medicine and medical imaging" journals included in the Science Citation Index Expanded and compared the number of published scientific papers from Turkey and other countries.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We retrospectively searched all papers published by Turkish authors between 1945 and 2008 by using Web of Science ® software. We performed the analysis by typing "Turkey" in the address section and all radiology and medical imaging journals in the source title section using the general search function of the software. We further analyzed these results by using "analyze" function of the software according to the number of publications per year, journals, institution and type of papers. We also calculated total number of citations to published scientific papers using citation report function. We analyzed the rank of Turkey among other countries in terms of the number of published papers.
RESULTS
Overall, 4,532 papers were published between 1945 and 2008. The first paper was published in 1976. Number of publications increased dramatically from 1976 (n = 1) to 2008 (n = 383). The top 5 journals publishing papers from Turkish authors were European Journal of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging (n = 328), Clinical Nuclear Medicine (n = 296), European Journal of Radiology (n = 289), European Radiology (n = 207) and Journal of Clinical Ultrasound (n = 186). All published papers received 18,419 citations and citation to paper ratio was 4.06. The rank of Turkey among other countries in terms of published papers improved during the last 25 years.
CONCLUSION
Number of papers from Turkey published in radiology and medical imaging journals has increased at the start of the new millennium. Currently, Turkey is among the top 12 countries when the number of scientific papers published in radiology journals is taken into consideration.
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Diagn Interv Radiol 2010; 16:175-178 (Table 3 ). All published papers received 18,419 citations and citation to paper ratio was 4.06 (Fig. 2) . The rank of Turkey among other countries in terms of published papers has been improving during the last 25 years; between 2003 and 2007, the rank of Turkey was 11. When the period between 1983 and 2007 was taken into consideration, the publication percentage of Turkey was 1.19 and Turkey was the fourteenth country in terms of originating country (Table 4 , Fig. 3 ).
Discussion
Number of publications from Turkey in radiology and medical imaging journals has increased significantly in recent years and the driving force leading to increased publications in the field of radiology from Turkey appears to be the rapid adaptation to imaging technology and improved education. It is interesting to note that Turkey was listed among the top 5 countries which submitted scientific papers to American Journal of Roentgenology (3). Analysis of articles published by American Journal of Roentgenology between 1980 and 2002 showed a continually increasing number of international articles during the past decades. The same analysis also disclosed an increasing number of publications by Turkish authors in the same period (4) . With the share of 3.3% of published articles, Turkey has been a major contributor to American Journal of Neuroradiology, ranking sixth among countries outside the Unites States (5). During 1991-2000, the share of articles in clinical radiology from Turkey has increased and the share of articles from Israel has decreased. South Korea and People`s Republic of China are the two other countries with a trend similar to that of Turkey (6). In our opinion, the main factor for increased publications from Turkey is the extensive investment in human resources and technology in university, government and private hospitals and clinics. Today, there are 61 university hospitals in Turkey, which constitute the core of increased academic productivity. Also, private centers and government teaching hospitals play a great role in the increased number of publications in the field of radiology. Moreover, radiologists who did fellowship (mostly in United States) and learned scientific writing abroad returned to Turkey with international faculty attendance. In such scientific meetings, practitioners have the chance to present and exchange their ideas about their branches. At the 28th Turkish Congress of Radiology, 166 scientific papers and 779 e-posters were presented. High publication rates of valuable information presented in these scientific meetings can be considered as a parameter of the quality of the meetings. During the publication period abstracts are expanded into full-text manuscripts and a more rigorous review process of study design, methods and conclusions happens (7, 8) .
Eventual publication rate of the European Congress of Radiology (ECR) submissions was 39%, and the country of origin of an abstract was useful in predicting the chances of eventual publication of an abstracted study/report, with the United States having the highest publication rate (8) . Only 21% of orally presented abstracts at the ECR 2001 originating from Turkey were eventually published (9) . The publication rates of abstracts presented at the Turkish national radiology congress between 1995 and 2002 are lower than the previously reported publication rates in radiology and other specialties (10) . The relatively low publication rate can be due to lack of motivation to publish the manuscripts and high manuscript rejection rates. Reasons for rejection of manuscripts include, lack of new or useful knowledge, logical or methodologic errors, errors in data analysis, and inadequate language quality (3). Encouragement, promotions and scientific writing education will be helpful for increasing the publication rate. Improvement can also be ensured by frequent communication between departments and universities and by using well-developed working models (11) . The fact that our study analyzed only radiology and medical imaging journals is a limitation. This can cause overestimation or underestimation of radiological scientific production. Another handicap that we encountered during the study was the uncertainty of addresses of some researchers. Addresses from the same university, even from the same department, could be different. The standardization of the addresses carries importance. It may be hard to obtain articles published before 1980 as addresses are not always registered on online archives. As the journal list is updated regularly, the numerical changes in the results should also be taken into consideration.
In conclusion, number of papers from Turkey published in radiology and medical imaging journals has recently increased and Turkey can be a model for other countries starting to thrive in the field of radiology and medical imaging.
